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Kiremit Caddesi, Balat,
Istanbul: June 2015
by Zak Jones

Ramadan
Mauve hands
break bread.
Competing minarets
project echoing
stability, despite
bomb blasts
elsewhere.

Elections
Neighborhood signs
show
ethnic lines
drawn
in architecture
through
an economist's
lens.
The army
or
the police
have
fired guns
in
the distance.
Where
or
what is
Victory?
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That Cunning Woman, Cutty
Sark*
by Kate Rogers

"Nannie lap and flang,
(A souple jade she was, and strang),
And how Tam stood, like ane bewitch'd,
And thought his very een enrich'd;
Even Satan glowr'd, and fidg'd fu' fain,
...
Tam tint his reason 'thegither,
And roars out, 'Weel done, Cutty-sark!'
And in an instant all was dark"
— Robbie Burns, Tam O'Shanter

I
The poet rested his mare
under the mistletoe vine
caping the crossroad oak.
My wheel outside, I spun
another hour. Kirk steeple pricked
the low sun. Yolk leaked
on our thatch.
I spun sun-gilded like a garden
spider, pulled silk threads off my lap,
carded wool. Then (while still
the poet waited) I fished with hairs
plucked from a nag's tail.
Hooked trout in the Doon.
So, they called me Cunningi woman.
Meaning witch.
Again the poet. He knew Father
badgered corn between
Alloway and Mauchline.
By the outhouse—silver buttons
wink bold on his waistcoat.
He doffed his cap—blue, green,
black, thread of red.
Praised my shapely calf.
My nightdress slipped.
What plump loaves, he grinned.
Will ye dance wi me, Cutty Sark?
The poet gently bent me
o'er the wall, its cool moss pelt
sponged my blood. That man's
poker glowed. He tended
his fire at dawn, at dusk.
It's a wonder he didn't burn
the village down. His staff
strongest when he made
me keen. Then
he met barmaid Annaii.
Their bairn broke her open.
Did the poet mark her end
with a song?
His wife took little Betty.
Fed her on her own lap.
I bunched the goose down
'tween my legs. Nerves awake,
I ached for him. Father found
me crying—hair tangled.
Neighbours showed Father
my blood on the wall, whispered
the poet's name. And Anna's.
Father, his poor man's pride—
kicked the cage round my heart.
I crawled away to the copse:
Hell-hag, slut.
For three full moons in the garden
I chewed cabbage leaves
among gentle rabbits. I stroked
their soft throats, slit them
with kirk roof slate.
Sipped their blood as they kicked.
My knees, my elbows sharpened
knives at dusk.
II
No sun melted dawn mist.
A broad hand of warmth
on my spine, but no hand
there. Dew on my bare
shins, my numb, blue toes.
My cold hem in the breeze.
Who saw me
by the copse? Who sent
that kind touch? Windows
a dark skull stare.
A hawk roosted
in the tall beech over the kirk,
stretched rust-coloured wings,
shook out a feather duster.
Combed the breeze.
I blinked. Old woman perched
on highest branch, talons
knitting a nest from leaves,
from stems.
Mungo's mother hanged herself
in jail. After Mother passed away
from cauld, Mrs. Mungo
showed me how to staunch
my monthlies with petticoat rags.
Villagers burned Mrs. Mungo
before evening service. Said,
She healed the baker's boy with spells.
The blacksmith found a red hawk
drowned in his trough. Neck broken.
In the long grass at field edge I crushed
lavender blooms, dreamt a scented
waterfall pooling below my curls.
When was the last time I washed my hair?
Fog wrapped me in cashmere—
Father found me on the bridge
where I slipped on the cobbles.
Not a witch.
III
The only stone with my name
the walkway in this kirk yard—
chiseled with the poet's verses.
I did not jig here with sister hags,
chase the poet home!iii
Nannie Dee!
Not my true name neither!
Most days the dull
blade of sun can't shear
the fog-sheep round
the Auld Kirk. I drift
mist-cowled
among tombs.
Ramblers on the far
side of Brig o'Doon. Voices
fast water on gravel
likening ladies' flushed
cheeks to village garden
blowsy roses. Fie!
The poet brought me posies
each time he took me.
How dare they flirt?
I weave raw grey
wool of rain clouds. Splash
sky black, steal flash
from the blacksmith,
a lightning bolt to bind my broken skull
with golden band.
I am the sea-cliff, hurl ice stones
at wigs and bonnets,
mangle every new lamb
on noble lands.
I dare ye walkers pass
these gates! Gale, dash them
now 'gainst granite!
Read portents in my storm!
* The original Cutty Sark was not a sailing ship, but the character
of a witch in the Robbie Burns poem, "Tam O' Shanter". (Cutty
Sark means short skirt in Gaelic.)
i
"Cunning" woman was a word for a healer. In 17th and 18th
century Scotland, female healers were often mistrusted because
of their powers.
ii
Barmaid Anna refers to Ann Parks, a lover of Robbie Burns who
got pregnant and disappeared. Burns' and his wife adopted her
baby.
iii
Alloway Auld Kirk is the site of the witches dance in Burn's
poem, Tam O'Shanter.
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Milk Soup
by Shauna Eveleigh Harris

I think of you and the
milk soup
you made for me
on the stove-top
in your basement suite;
you threw rocks
up at my City Park window
like I was Juliet.
Years later, I discovered that
my apartment was closed up;
it was against Saskatoon fire codes
to live at the top
of a 100-year old house,
with only one window
that wouldn't open.
I think about your
long-toothed smile and shiny gums;
the way you danced at Oktoberfest
in Humboldt, like Goofy.
I remember your foreign car Was it an Audi? I had never seen one
before but you filled the trunk with speakers,
boomers and bass from a shop
on 33rd Street;
I brought you fresh-baked
chocolate chip cookies,
warm, buttery spots staining
the brown paper bag.
Sitting in your Audi
outside of Riley's Night Club,
you begged me not to
disassociate myself
from the truth that's what it was called the cult of Jehovah's Witnesses
we both belonged to.
Your dad and only brother
both not allowed at family occasions.
What did they do? I asked
Ask them yourself, you said.
Besides, who would talk to them anyway?
They were disfellowshipped, ex-communicated
apostates.
You told me how much you cared
and I remember how you watched
stone-faced
from the driver's seat
a rearview perspective
of his hands, his long fingers
up my respectable grey skirt
inside me;
drunk on Cherry Whiskey
and Southern Comfort,
head lolling in the backseat
on our way to someone's wedding
in Regina.
I missed the whole thing
- the wedding that is threw up in the girls' bathroom
no one to hold my hair back;
stumbled to pass out,
begged you to stay with me.
I think of how you disappeared
right before I did.
I think of you.
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A Eulogy to Honour the
Death of Original Thinking,
Laid to Rest by the
Educational System
by Lesley Machon

I stand at the grave and weep
She is not there
She went to sleep
Long before we laid her down
Ten thousand feet below the ground
Piled beneath a multitude
Of papers marked, A+.
The last goodbye reserved
For those whose knees were bent
Long gone from the establishment
The ones who knew her best
Were banished long ago.
Creativity is a virus,
And the hallways are lined with little dispensers
Of hand sanitizer.
My feigned smile in the rear view mirror
A crack across the glass
On graduation day.
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Her Resistance
by Debbie Okun Hill

Her parents straddled a politically correct fence
.
As a baby girl, skin soft pink
she slept curled sideways in her infant corral:
her country home wallpapered in yellow and navy
and a rocking horse border circled her room.
At age filly-five, she tested her limits.
Her green and red Play-Doh
stuck-silly to her fingers; her orange bicycle
splish-splashed through grey puddles.

Today, she's a free-spirited

child.

Nine-years-old turning 16, she bucks
her gender-neutral ways: washes dirt from her hands,
snubs loud sirens, mechanical wrenches, toy trains,
and cars gifted with white-walled tires.
Instead, she rebel-whines for psychedelic swirls
on rose-painted walls, satin pouf curtains,
ribbon-laced skirts, and green apple scents.
A rebellious fight for independence.

Her diaper-clad dolls and plush-pillow pals appl
aud:
her forward escape through open gates,
her blonde mane wind-blown and flowing,
her stride confident and strong
like a thoroughbred champion:
the revolutionary wearing a pink blanket of roses.
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Hidden Series of Lies
by Debbie Okun Hill

i)
He twirls lies
like curling red ribbon
with sharp-tongued scissors
black-and-blue-lipped handles
stainless-steel-bladed teeth
biting///cutting///slicing
his twisted-stories
hung up on coiled
telephone cords
disconnected
from everyone's
party line

ii)
His lips, inflated skin
two pink balloons
hot air deception
his tongue
tied and untied
dangles a string
of untrue secrets
the kind that
winds once-twice
around a neck
like a grey scarf
pulled tight
tight-tighter
against fisted fans
his cold north wind
of duplicity

iii)
He corners her
with fragmented fibs
spoken and unspoken
disguised in foiled
blue and gold gift wrap
shadow boxes
her composted innocence
squeezes the air out
then buries the truth
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a strike, a show of hands
by Sarah Jensen

DAY 0
-

Colleagues,
I am xxx writing to tell you xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx wha
t is fair and reasonable. xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx
xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx.
The Union also has its most recent positions and xxxxxx
xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxx.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX the Union XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX XXXX tom
orrow Xxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx
x xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx
will first vote xxxxxxx xx to accept or reject the Universit
y offers. xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx
xxxxx xxxx if the offers are rejected, xxxxxxx xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx there will be a strike xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx a show of hands.
xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxixxx Xx encourag
e you to xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx
xxxxx xx reflect x the views of xxxxxxx employees xxxxx
xx xx. The 2015 Final Offer xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx lead to a
29 day strike xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx
xx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx
x xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx x.
YXXX UNIVERSITY
DAY 18
------------------

no bargaining poetry yesterday
(contray to reports you may have seen)
just lipstick and an annual mammogram
—a return to routine labour—
disrupting picketing and all other work, picturing instea
d
all-queer medicine: high fashion over high risk. no senti
nels.
if i had been thinking in lines, i might've been comforted
,
The University: "business as usual"
The Union: "no concessions"
DAY 36
-----------------------------------YXXX disappointed xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx

We are deeply disappointed with xxxxxxx xx members o
f the Union xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx rejecting our xxxxxx
offers xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx
xxx xxxxxxx xxxxx.
We have been consistent. We provided a xxxxxxx xxxxx
xx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx
x xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxXxx five weeks xxxxxxx x strike
xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx and proposals
that are unreasonable xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx
xx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx
x xxxxxxx xxxxxxx x.
YXxx UNIVERSITY
DAY 37
------------------------------------Strike offers students lessons in brevity

@Mxxxxx • 4hrs ago
Replying to @TheUnion
Cunts
DAY 44
--------------------------------------------

all attempts at bargaining art have failed.
best stick to striking.
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Aesthetician
by Allison McFarland

After so many visits to the promotion room I should
have memorized every depression in the coffee table,
however small, made by the force of so many
individual mugs planting themselves on the surface.
As if the degree of assertion of the mug's position
allowed the person clinging to the glazed porcelain to
stay. My fingertips tease the indentations, some
deeper than others, but all perfectly partial circles. I
coaxed them, the aestheticians ready for their
promotion, to look at me, every time feeling I had
thrust my entire arm through the filmy tunnel of a
black widow's web. Immune, I continued.
In my first week, Steve Sullivan summoned me to his
office, gestured for me to sit on the concrete chair
opposite his desk. An homage to brutalist design. Too
heavy to move closer or further, and no cushion.
Sometimes Steve Sullivan called an aesthetician in to
sit on the chair while he perused documents with no
ulterior goal than to measure how long the
aesthetician would sit still for, and he somehow
equated this ability to sit, immobile, on solid stone
with strength of character.
In my first week, I possessed no notion of Mr.
Sullivan's proclivity for inciting discomfort. Just out
of university, working an internship at Central
Processing, and desperate to get hired as a full
aesthetician. And I was the only woman.
Statisticians fed us the knowledge that women were,
simply, 'choosing not to pursue such occupations or
career trajectories associated with the creation of
memory reservoirs.' We did not choose to create
memory reservoirs because we only saw women
stored in membraries. Throughout our degrees we
transposed our useless memories, factoids and
experiences, to free enough space for education.
And every time we did, we gave the cast-off thoughts
to a woman, a grandmother. Imbued with a fear so
tangible and paralysing, so real, by the repetition of
women, you begin to see your face, the pattern of
freckles and nearly faded acne scars on every MR
until you transpose all memory of that face and find
yourself unrecognisable when you arrive home and
catch yourself in the mirror in the entrance way
above the squat table that you toss your keys onto
before removing your shoes.
My best friend, Ryan, with her male-coded name to
get her resume through the first screening process.
Ryan. Whose parents set her up to succeed, whose
fiancée called me, slobbering because not only did
she not know her own features, but she had selfinduced prosopagnosia. Transposition, back then,
was not as precise as today.
I did not benefit from the same luxuries as Ryan. My
parents settled for 'Genevieve.' A name you must
prove, command attention with or recede, forgotten. I
whittled away my childhood on the outskirts of a city.
My parents succumbed to the fantasy of suburbia,
but bought so far out the city never grew to reach us,
and I made playthings of the wilderness beyond the
back fence. Discarded branches became maps to
alternate worlds: the hollowed inside of a cedar
transformed into a cave, a hive, a place to create a
new colony; leaves larger than my palms were birds,
patient, ready to wrestle a vole as it trundled by; the
mosquito netting cast between shrubs made
luminous gloves that could direct the fantastic to
overwhelm the fence for our little yard and push itself
through the backdoor and into the kitchen where my
mother canned tomatoes out of habit, tradition.
Instead of netting, the gloves wove themselves from
silk, spider's silk, and the black widow whose house I
plunged my hand down let me know her displeasure.
I flung her off, but soon my hand spasmed and every
muscle in my arm, then shoulder, then across to my
other arm, flinched incessantly. I upset my mother's
box of salt when I fell through the doorway.
When Steve Sullivan called me into his office, I
lunged toward his door with the same verve I had for
those silken gloves.
"You might not know, but CP put out a new directive
that all aestheticians, upon reaching age sixty-five
are given the option of a promotion or termination."
Mr. Sullivan spoke before I sat on the
uncompromising chair.
"I am neither sixty-five nor an aesthetician."
"Yet. Not an aesthetician, yet. You will deliver the
option of termination or promotion to Darryl, who
celebrated his birthday yesterday. Here, read this.
You meet with him in twenty minutes."
I took the proffered folder and began scanning the
pages, still standing at almost the centre of Steve
Sullivan's office.
"And do sell the promotion. Company interests and
all."
"The promotion is becoming a memory reservoir for
use at membraries."
"Do you have a problem advocating on behalf of our
employer?"
I felt my smile pulse in my eyes. "No, no problem at
all." All these men, getting older, and when they
outlive their usefulness in a physical sense,
repurposed as a storage facility.
Statisticians market memory reservoirs as a state of
being where the elderly can relive their best years
through their memories while performing their civic
duty of accepting extraneous memories from the
working class and students. I learned from those
marketing advertisements. No other aesthetician
could produce the same results: a ninety-three
percent acceptance rate of the promotion. And the
other seven percent usually did volunteer themselves
as MRs when their children left home or their spouse
passed. Eventually, I delivered all company
promotions. I waited twelve years to propose the
ultimatum to Steve Sullivan. And I savoured every
syllable.
"Steve, you know what this meeting regards. You
should have already decided. I expect you did decide,
but upon sinking into the sofa across from me, you
began reconsidering. Tea or coffee?"
Bravado stolen, Steve looked at the fine creases on
his hands, crumpled into them. Some part of him
thought he was important enough, special even, to
turn sixty-five without consequence. Devoted, he
resolved to accept the promotion, until he reasoned
that the company denied showing the same loyalty to
him. Unoriginal. I raised my finger as if I were my
younger self and still taking notes in class, tentatively
positing a question. An intern brought a mug of
decaffeinated Lady Grey, thinned with skim milk and
laced with one spoon of sugar.
I practiced variations of this move until I mastered the
balance of demure deference and withheld authority.
I offer both tea and coffee, but not choice.
Now, I find myself in that familiar room, but opposite
my armchair. I neglected to consider the ivory cotton
from this perspective before, how the impenetrability
of its weave added to my demeanour. Comforting to
know I will not miss the feel of that straight back
against my own, that instead I will relive the moments
in entirety. I will dwell in this room, revel in the
panicked breathing of the men across from me
because I lived here, in every sense.
In this room, I can linger. Taste the undulations in the
air as the men curl into their knees, rendered,
suddenly, infantile, despite knowing this moment
would come. Perhaps the majority transpose this
inevitability, choose to ignore the conversation to
come. But that would be tedious, would require the
transposition of the summons of every co-worker to
this room and every conversation about approaching
sixty-fifth birthdays. I suppose they practice a willful
self-deception over an authentic ignorance.
I considered signing the papers to become a memory
reservoir last week, as a statement of my confidence
in the company and excitement for the promotion. I
had this debate with myself earlier, decades ago,
when I contemplated transitioning into a memoir, the
advanced version of an MR that retains other's
memories for future viewing, when my brain was
young enough. No one wanted a memoir older than
twenty-nine, at least not back then. Now most prefer
under twenty-five. Statisticians say the age limit
depends on the rate of mental deterioration and
storage, but they mean to say the market determines
the limit. I would have, back then, if I had already
promoted Steve Sullivan, but he was too young and I
waited to tell him the good news.
I decided not to pre-emptively sign because I craved,
almost lusted, to know my successor. Alone in the
promotion room. Maybe the company wants to make
me sweat, maybe they doubt my commitment to the
program. Or maybe they still seek my replacement.
I hope they send a man.
They do not, of course. A man cannot handle or
control me, never has. Smart, they send Aliyah,
dressed in her fenestration scrubs.
"So sorry I'm late, Genie."
I don't bother acknowledging her.
"I mean, Ms. Marks. They told me to 'embody a
distant professionalism.'"
"Why would they instruct that?"
Aliyah twirls a pen between her fingers. Amateur
move, which she realises and stuffs the pen into her
breast pocket. She breathes outward twice.
"I must inform you of the choice before you: a
promotion, where you will serve the Central
Processor with your entire mind; or termination,
which does not include a pension or reference letter."
"Oh, Aliyah, sweetheart. Your delivery is all wrong.
You do not 'inform' me, you need to convince me.
Refuse to offer the choice."
"But it is a choice. A personal one at that."
"No, no, no. Not a choice, a business model, a
framework. The CP, the company, through you, wants
me to accept the promotion because then they
spend less on recruitment advertisements for
memory reservoirs. You are an ambassador, Aliyah.
Act like one."
"That doesn't seem fair."
"Fair? You want to talk about fairness? What about
the empty beds in the membraries that lead to
increased wait times for users and elevated stress
put on the MRs that necessarily means those units
wear out quicker than anticipated? What about the
job opening I leave for a younger, even brighter,
aesthetician to fill? You cannot argue that I should
stay, not with my arthritis. What if I create a stylobate
one capillary too large and ruin a whole model?"
Aliyah blinks, faster, restrains a thin tear from
overwhelming her eyelashes.
I lower my voice, almost whisper. "Forget about the
company. You, Aliyah, want me to volunteer for the
operation so I can continue to help people in the only
capacity that remains. You do not want me cast from
my office to live on what meager amounts I saved
while the cost of living towers higher than the
skyscrapers in this city. You do not wish that fate on
anyone."
Aliyah's palms viciously wipe at her cheeks, rubbing
away tears that haven't yet dropped. She opens her
mouth to speak but emits a high-pitched keen,
interrupted by a bout of hiccups. They leave her
shuddering on the chair for longer than I expect.
Perhaps they want her to consider a position as a
memoir, and this was a last promotion for me to give.
Dom enters with a blanket that he holds up to entice
Aliyah to stand. His arms barrel around her, swathing
her in the blue fleece, and leads her out without a
glance at me.
"Who next?" I cross my arms at the camera in the
mirror on the opposite wall. My face, flushed, glowers
back. This is my room, my home. I cannot tolerate my
web callously brushed away to allow space for a timid
creature to nest. They should have accepted my offer
to train the other aestheticians in the art of
promotions. Perhaps they will reconsider, keep me on
for another week, maybe two, just to make sure
someone can get the job done.
By the time the door opens my skin has faded to its
usual muted pink. Jeremy enters, stands with his
hands on the back of my chair, the one opposite
where I sit, one I know so well.
"Where to begin." He refuses to ask. I like Jeremy
and his questions coated in confidence, delivered as
answers. He might suffice.
"Offer me tea or coffee."
"I did not ask. And you know we do not provide
coffee; it destabilises the sedative used on models."
"Yes, I know. Offer it nonetheless."
"But everyone knows we do not have coffee to offer."
"Precisely." I smile at him, all lips.
"Okay. Tea or coffee, Genevieve?" Jeremy finally sits.
"Do not wait for a response. Have the tea ready;
force the mug into my fingers."
He smirks at me, "Oh no. We're doing this my way."
Jeremy stands still. Eyes gouging into me.
I gesture at him with my chin. "You think you're
special. How precious."
He abandons his post, moves closer. Puts his arms
on either side of my face, holding onto the back of
the sofa. His breath, redolent of spearmint gum,
oozes into my mouth, nose. I push myself flat against
the sofa back and he wedges a knee between mine.
"Did you consider yourself valuable because of the
results you produced in here."
"Jeremy. Stop."
"What? We're having a conversation and I asked you
a question."
I shove his shoulders and he stands upright. Laughs,
while he lowers himself atop the coffee table. I feel
my venom leave, evaporate from my pores. I am an
old woman.
"Genie, you know I respect you. Sign the promotion
papers and go home. And then relive all those times
you felt powerful and forget about your
inconsequential impact here. Anyone could have
done the job. Anyone."
I unbutton the top two beads of my blouse and lean
forward. "Do you feel powerful? Bullying an old
woman into submission. Do not confuse me with the
interns who allow your caresses for the hope of a
job."
No, my venom did not leave, instead it burrowed
deeper and found my younger self sitting on that
concrete chair in Steve Sullivan's office. Trying not to
blink as Mr. Sullivan's fingers grappled inside her.
Scratched her cervix and radiated pain through her
abdomen. He refused to look at her, but she stared
into his Adam's Apple and envisioned herself biting
into the flesh, how it would taste like a red delicious,
sweet.
"My relations with women are not your concern. If
they did not want my affections they would simply
refuse."
Jeremy still sits on the table, arms at his sides, his
body language a mockery of invitation. I stand and
trap his legs between mine, kneel on the table so my
pelvis pins him. Grainy linen between my legs.
"They could just say 'no'?" I extend my hand beneath
me, into my underwear. Jeremy wriggles but does not
push me backwards, does not scream out his
distress. I remove the black widow from my vagina,
cloaked in a film of white-ish liquid, my own web, and
ease her into his mouth. His tongue laps at the offer.
I pluck the promotion papers from the inside pocket
of his jacket and release him. "Do you have a pen?"
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Painting on Waves
by Nolan Janssens

Tommy Faa knew how he wanted to die.
Tommy didn't notice the centipede inching its way up
his board shorts nor the wailing of the morning adhan
from the village mosque. He was out cold until the
crowing of several roosters broke his drunken sleep.
With every crow, a brain cell in Tommy's throbbing
brain seemed to burst; something Tommy would
neither complain about nor admit. When Tommy
finally built up the courage to open his eyes and face
the light of day, he awoke to complete darkness.
Tommy worried that the Arak liquor had blinded him,
something he was warned about, but he took his
chances. Tommy banged on the walls around him,
looking for a light switch. He had almost found the
door handle when the door suddenly opened, the
merciless morning light hitting him. When Tommy
reopened his bloodshot eyes, a grinning Indonesian
man dressed in straggly clothing, stood in front of
him holding a cup of coffee.
"Tommy the Arak man!" The Indonesian man said
with a thick accent. Tommy noticed various rusty
tools and a broken (but most likely still being used)
bicycle. Looking up, he saw a tin ceiling infested with
ants and shrouds of cobwebs. This wasn't the first
time Tommy had woken up in an unfamiliar shed.
"Where am I?" Asked Tommy as he grabbed the
strong, black coffee.
"Indonesia."
"Cheeky."
"You're in Kuta."
"Kuta, Bali?"
"Kuta, Lombok."
At that moment Tommy's phone rang. Tommy
searched his pockets. When he looked up, the
Indonesian man laughed and handed Tommy the
phone.
"I charge it for you."
Tommy accepted the call.
"Hey, man! Naw, I'm in Lombok! I dunno how I got
here, Ryan. I'm guessing a boat!" Tommy diverted his
attention to the Indonesian man. "How long will it
take to get to Uluwatu?"
"Four hours! if there's a fast boat available."
"I can be there in four hours! Since I'll miss training,
I'll train here. Competition's not for another three
days! Yea, I'll be there tomorrow then, Ryan."
"There's surfing around here, yeah?"
"Yes, but not today. Big storm coming."
"Fine by me."
"I call my cousin, Dee. Dee is the best surfer in
Lombok. He give you good price, my friend."
***
Dee was born in Kuta, Lombok several years before it
became noticed by the western surf community. The
beaches and waterfalls around Kuta attracted tourists
and when the tourists came out to play, so did Dee.
Dee, among many of the children born in Kuta, was
destined to never leave his hometown. He could
name every capital city in Europe and knew enough
Dutch and English phrases to sell anything to the
tourists—for three times the valued price. His little
sister praised him for his crafty ways. With her wide,
innocent eyes, she followed him around like a baby
quail following its mother. For years to come, no man
would compare to her brother.
As Dee grew older, he wanted nothing more than to
continue with school but when his father decided to
have two wives, his children from the second wife
became his duty. What little money they had before
was even more sparse now.. By thirteen, Dee had
grown tired of hustling tourists, but he was now the
man of the house. He needed to make enough money
so that his little sister could stay in school. When the
first group of surfers came to town, Dee foresaw
Kuta's potential as a surfing hub.
Several years later, when the surfers started to come
by the thousands, Dee was ready. He could ride
better than anyone on the island, and whatever
money he made, went to his family or hiring other
locals as instructors for his surf school. He dreamt of
one day becoming a professional surfer and making
enough money to move to Australia, but with the little
money he had saved, he would never obtain his
dream visa. Now, at thirty, it seemed unlikely Dee's
fate would change. Dee told Tommy all of this in
broken English on the way the point break pick-up.
"Cut the sob story, mate. We're going surfing,"
Tommy said as Dee sped through the narrow,
pothole-laden road. "If you want a tip, don't yap
about how broke you are. Show me how well you can
surf. If you don't suck, maybe I'll fly you down under
myself."
"Really?"
"Don't get your hopes up. I've been known to break
promises."
"Is that what your wife says?"
"I'm still playing the field."
"What?"
"I'm not married."
"Men our age should be married."
"If I could have multiple wives like you, maybe I would
be."
Dee's laughter rumbled from his stomach. His
laughter turned into a prideful smile as he said, "Not
every Muslim has many wives. I only have one wife,
and I will always have only one wife."
"But if you fell in love with someone else, you
wouldn't have to worry."
"I would worry about my son and daughter. I make
promise to not be like my father."
"Now that's a promise I wish I could keep," Tommy
said more to himself than to Dee.
The potholes disappeared as they arrived in a village
with more chickens and stray dogs than people. Dee
parked the van in front of his surf shop. The second
Tommy jumped out of the vehicle, two little kids tried
to sell him their self-made yarn bracelets.
"I give you good price, my friend." The two children
repeated the phrase several times before Dee
stepped out from the vehicle and intervened.
"These are my children, Intan and Arif," Dee said. Arif
had the same dark, brown eyes as his father, but as a
four-year-old, his skin was not yet beaten by the
weather. Intan was only a year older than her brother
but possessed a protective quality that was almost
motherly. Her green eyes filled with a sullen
sweetness, and her facial features were finer than
those of Arif.
"Are you going to become little shredders?" Tommy
asked.
The children gave Tommy a blank stare.
"Surfers," Tommy said.
"I'm already a surfer," Arif said.
"How about you?" Tommy asked Intan.
Intan wouldn't look up at Tommy.
"She has to take care of the house. She has to learn
from her mother," Dee exclaimed.
"Saya ingin menjadi seperti Maria" I want to be like
Maria, Intan said.
"Adikku bukan seorang ibu. Kamu tidak akan menjadi
seperti dia." My sister is not a mother. You will not be
like her, Dee said.
Intan stormed off with Arif quickly following.
"So, what was that about?" Tommy asked.
"Let's surf," Dee said.
Tommy and Dee grabbed their surfboards from the
roof of the van and walked between two restaurants.
A small opening led to the tiny harbor. The port
contained two rundown motorboats and three
Jukungs. The Jukung's wooden canoe-like hulls had
double outriggers attached by four spider-like
wooden legs—the traditional build—but with fourstroke engines connected to the back. Dee waved at
someone in a Jukung a hundred meters way. As the
Jukung approached, Tommy noticed an Indonesian
woman piloting it. Her grey, wet t-shirt clung to her
breasts. She had the type of body, which even when
modestly dressed, looked free and nude. Her green
Hijab was wrapped around her face and accentuated
her eyes that held more emotional grit than Iranian
women in a National Geographic photograph. Tommy
wouldn't have known he was lovestruck because
Tommy has never experienced love.
"Kenapa kamu di sini?" Why are you here? Asked
Dee.
"Because your friends have little balls," the woman
said with an understandable Indonesian accent that
delighted Tommy.
"What?"
"They won't use the boat in this weather. No balls."
"This is my type of woman," Tommy whispered to
Dee.
"This is my sister."
For once, Tommy didn't know how to respond.
Tommy couldn't stop staring at Maria. The morning
sunlight had found its way between the clouds,
casting a golden ring around Maria's green eyes.
"Are you Tommy Faa, the surfer?" Maria asked as she
lifted Tommy's surfboard into the boat.
"Yup."
"An Australian couple showed me a video of you. You
almost killed yourself on the Garret McNamara, and
rode it again the day you got out of the hospital."
"Okay, we go before the storm is worse," Dee said.
"You speak much better English than your brother,"
Tommy said.
"That's because she has no family to make food for.
She only needs to think about herself."
From Maria's insouciance, Tommy could see that the
siblings have had this conversation many times
before.
"I only think about myself too. We'd make a horrible
team," Tommy said.
Maria smiled with her back turned to Tommy and
gunned the engine while Tommy and Dee were still
standing. Dee caught his balance, but Tommy fell flat
on his ass, laughing.
"We'll be at the point break in ten minutes," Maria
said.
Nobody said a word the whole way there. Dee
concentrated on waxing his surfboard, even though it
was freshly waxed. Maria didn't see the need in
conversation; she was happy knowing that Tommy
was memorizing the teasing way her t-shirt traced
her backside.
***
Maria stayed in the Jukung in case something
happened to Tommy or Dee. As Maria watched
Tommy surf, he showed her everything about himself.
The ocean was his canvas, and he painted the stories
of his life on each wave. The waves became messier
and more sporadic as the winds picked up, but the
more difficult it became to catch a wave, the more
free Tommy seemed to appear. He paddled with
unyielding aggression, but as soon as he stood on
that board, he was free from pain. He seemed to
blend water and air into one element as he flew from
the waves. When he dropped from the sky and
landed back onto the wave, he never fell. Whether he
landed backward, forward, or sideways, he quickly
maneuvered the board in whichever way he chose.
He had full control over his board until the storm
picked up, and that's when Maria saw Tommy's selfdestructive nature.
Dee's surfing was impeccable. This point-break
helped raise him, and he knew the waves better than
he knew his father. Dee didn't have the eclectically
creative bag of tricks like Tommy did, but he knew
which waves were better to ride. Their tenacity and
power were on par, but unlike Tommy, Dee liked to
stay in control.
"There's no way to tell how waves will crash now,"
Dee said.
"No balls, as Maria would say!" Tommy said.
"The tide is lower. We will crash into coral."
"Saltwater cleans the cuts, my man."
"I'm done, Tommy. Please come."
Tommy didn't listen. As Dee struggled to paddle back
to the boat, Tommy paddled out to where he hoped
the next set would come. Maria was busy bailing out
water from the boat. The wind-formed waves kept
crashing in.
"Dee!" Maria said, pointing at the wave forming
behind Tommy. Dee looked back and saw Tommy
surf a wave four times his height; the biggest wave of
the day, but not even close to the biggest wave of his
life. The wave, at first, broke left as Tommy expected.
Anyone could see that Tommy was struggling to keep
his balance in the high winds. Tommy expected to
lose a bit of control, but what he did not expect was
that the wave would suddenly break all at once. The
wave picked Tommy up and then threw him down
onto the coral with its several tons of might. Before
Dee could say anything, Maria grabbed his board and
jumped into the water. By the time Maria reached
Tommy, he had been dragged onto the rocks below
the cliff. The whitewash usually subsides at the
rocks, but with the winds, the waves slammed
Tommy against the rock behind him. Tommy was
smiling as Maria approached.
"Shit's gnarly," Tommy said.
"Can you move?" Asked Maria.
"Everything but my right arm."
"Use my board to get to the boat. I'll swim." Maria
noticed that Tommy's board had split in two.
Dee brought the Jukung as close as he could to
Maria and Tommy without hitting the rocks or being
too close to the waves. It took Maria and Tommy
fifteen minutes to swim one hundred meters to the
boat; the winds kept pushing them back toward the
rocks. As soon as Tommy reached the Jukung, Dee
hefted Tommy's bloody body from the water.
"It's not a very safe surf school you're running here,"
Tommy said to Dee.
"Fuck you," Dee said.
***
Dee and Maria brought Tommy to the clinic where the
Doctor applied twenty stitches down the right side of
his back and five stitches on his forearm. Fortunately,
his arm wasn't broken but severely sprained. The
doctor advised Tommy to keep his arm in the sling for
three weeks followed by two weeks of rest. Tommy
thought they did a good job (not that he has high
medical standards) until he asked if he had a
concussion; something the doctor should have
checked for at first. The doctor used the tips of his
fingers to press lightly onto the back of Tommy's
skull in a massage-like manner.
"Does that hurt?" Asked the doctor.
"Uh, nope." Said Tommy.
The doctor repeated the finger pressing three more
times on various parts of Tommy's skull. If Tommy
hadn't been so amused by the doctor's inept
concussion examination, he may have noticed the
discomfort.
"Does that hurt?"
"Nope, not there either."
"Great, your brain isn't bleeding."
"But do I have a concussion?"
"Oh yes."
What ever happened to seeing if my pupils react to
light, Tommy thought. After Maria had made sure the
receptionists didn't overcharge Tommy, and that they
hadn't taken down all his credit card information, Dee
and Maria brought him to an ATM. Tommy took out
four hundred American, approximately five million
Indonesian rupiahs. He paid Dee for the rented
surfboard, boat gas, and his time. He split the
remaining four in half million rupiah among Dee,
Maria, and himself.
"What's this for?" Asked Dee.
"You'll need that money to come with me. You're
going to surf at the Rip Curl invitational. I'll make sure
of it." Tommy then looked Maria. "As for you! I would
like your company."
Maria burst out laughing. "My company?" From the
few hours Maria knew Tommy, she knew that he had
never used the words your company in his life.
"I want you to come with me, Maria."
Maria smiled and said, "I'll book the fast boat for
tomorrow morning."
"I can't leave my family," Dee said after a moment of
staring at the money as though it were a sacred map
he couldn't read.
"You will be back in four days. I'll give your family the
money they need for the week,"Tommy said.
"Why do you do this for me?"
"I told you I would."
"I thought you break promises."
"I didn't promise you shit."
***
Arif and Intan were in a state of jubilation that their
father would be in a surf competition, and Tommy
would be with Maria. Dee's wife, Sania, however,
could not be convinced by words. Fortunately,
Tommy's cash told Sania all she wanted to hear.
Tommy saved his manager for last. After several
moments Ryan calmed down and said he would
speak with Tommy's sponsors. Turns out, that some
of the sponsors knew about Dee's surf school and
thought that sponsoring him for the competition
would have a high marketability in Indonesia. After
two days of training, it was time for Dee to enter the
Rip Curl Invitational.
***
Maria and Tommy sat on Padang Padang beach
watching the surfers and drinking a beer. It was
Maria's first time drinking in public. For once, she
didn't have to worry about being further alienated by
her community. Tommy was the first man that looked
at Maria with nothing other than admiration, not only
for her physique but for her mind and rebellious
spirit. They didn't need to hold hands; they held one
another in each other's eyes. They were looking into
the future; something neither has ever cared about
until now.
"Did Dee tell you the story about my father and his
second wife?" Maria asked.
"I assume he tells all the tourists," Tommy said.
"I wanted to blame my father for leaving. Instead, I
blamed our religion."
"I have a sister from a different mother and two half
brothers whom I've never met. And my father's an
Atheist."
"So it's men we should blame?" Maria intoned
facetiously.
"I never had a chance to hear my dad's side of the
story, but that's a safe bet."
"Do you want children?"
"No."
Maria smiled, happy with the answer, and Tommy
knew it. At that moment, they heard the
announcement for Dee. The wave forming behind
Dee was four to five meters high. The largest wave
Dee had ever surfed. Maria's heart was racing, and
Tommy's head was thumping.
For the first several seconds of Dee's ride, he rode
without style, it was as though he was still finding his
balance. The velocity of the wave felt new to him, but
as soon the power transferred over to Dee, he
playfully cut back and forth. He used the new found
speed to his advantage and popped into the air,
executing two flawless one hundred and eightydegree spins. Dee immediately cut back towards the
barrel. The wave broke faster than anticipated, Dee
disappeared into the tunnel of water for what seemed
like an eternity to Maria. The wave was nearing the
end of its life. It appeared that the several tons of
water would crash onto Dee. As soon as the barrel
collapsed, Dee spat out from the whitewash with
everyone on the beach cheering. Everyone except for
Tommy. Maria looked back and saw Tommy holding
his head in pain.
"Tommy, what's up?" Maria asked.
Tommy couldn't answer. With every exhale, he
groaned with an animalistic distress. The lacerated
sounds seemed unnatural coming from Tommy.
"Tommy!"
Without looking at Maria, Tommy stood up and
grabbed a surfboard that lay next to a teenager with
blond dreadlocks passed out on the ground. Tommy
continued to walk towards the ocean with tears of
torment swelling his eyes. He stood where the water
washed up onto his feet, holding the surfboard in his
good arm. He heard the announcement for Dee's
nearly perfect score. For what may have been a
fraction of a second, Tommy felt a lifetime of peace.
He stared at the little beach break wave forming in
front of him. It was the same type of wave Tommy
would have learned to ride on as a child. As the wave
collapsed so did Tommy. It was the only thing he ever
planned.
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In Sheep's Clothing
by Kym Cunningham

This story was previously published in Here Comes
Everyone.

His fur glistens like the blood on his teeth. I am five
years old and already I know what that tastes like. My
throat closes iron-shut as bones crunch beneath
impossibly large paws. He has killed so many already
in this fatal game of hide-and-seek.
I am just now beginning to understand the rules: he
sniffs out the bad, follows the scent of their crimes
like a map—gurgled screams cut the air behind a
bookshelf, a bloody X marks the spot under an oak
table. I am crouched behind a treasure chest, filled
with the still-beating hearts of the people I love,
hiding amidst houses I haven’t lived in yet. The only
sense I can make is the fear whispering through my
bones, black and red—the colors of this
nightmarescape. He has made me terrified of who I
might become.
This dream followed me as I aged, leaping years and
continents as if human concepts of time and distance
held no importance for monsters. Every time I
thought I was safe, falling asleep a little too easily, the
dream would envelop me, swallowing me whole until I
awoke in darkness amidst choked screams. It hasn’t
changed since that first time, only now I recognize
the house on Stonybrook Lane, the Parkway West
High School auditorium, the Pennsylvania forest
behind my first boyfriend’s house where my heels
stuck in funeral mud—all the places I’d come to know
later in life foreshadowed in a childhood nightmare. In
the dream, I haven’t changed either: I am somehow
both five and sixteen and twenty-eight years old, my
identity collapsed into a singular self petrified at the
monster I know lurks just around the darkened
corner.
There are things we can’t explain in this life, no
matter how hard we try—dreams that come to
fruition, ironies no one else can see that stick in the
back of our throats. If you’ve ever tried to explain this
spider-web knowledge you know what I mean: the
confused looks it engenders, the concern evident in
eyes and voices who can’t understand why it bothers
you that this dream as old as your memory conflates
with your discovered love for wolves in the third
grade, how this beast of your nightmares became the
animal you most associate with—the fierce loyalty to
family, the historical persecution, the paradoxical
proximity to and separation from Western humanity—
something inherent that spoke to the core of your
identity which your imagination bastardized into
monstrosity before you even realized this affinity.
Experience has taught us that conversations are the
key to understanding, that language has the power to
bridge gaps in our consciousness, but the idea that
two heads are better only works when the second
can separate speaker from speech.
I described it to a stranger once, my shrink, to see if
putting emotional distance in the communication
would alter the reception, but he diagnosed it as a
byproduct of anxiety and wrote it off on a
prescription pad, trusting the panacea of man to cure
what he believed was wrong with me. The pills
stopped my dreams but made me too slow, halting
my processing speed, my tongue and brain thick and
heavy under the influence of science I neither liked
nor understood. Amidst the fog of suppression, I
realized I couldn’t pick and choose knowledge. I
preferred psychological discomfort to chemically
induced ignorance so I flushed the pills down the
toilet and canceled my remaining appointments.
The dream came back in force. I tried to lean into it,
searching my field of vision for clues about
something, anything, that would lend meaning to this
chaos of fear and prophesied memory. But it was the
same, just like I was the same, waking in the dark
with a scream only I could hear echoing in internal
confinement.
And echo it did, nightmare memories permeating my
waking hours, shadowing the back of my thoughts,
split-second hallucinations flooding my senses
sharper than reality: the dire curve of blood-laden
teeth, the smell of gore and fear, the silence that
comes right before pierced screams. I couldn’t
control or ignore them, realizing the dream was as
much a part of me as anything I had experienced. In
fact, it was more: clearer than my memories, more
consistent than existence, something that persisted
through time and space. It was like watching a movie
over and over, only I was an actor—sans agency—
trapped in the action unfolding onscreen.
The television metaphor reminded me of the 15minute Disney short, Peter and the Wolf, but what I
remembered from this was neither the protagonist
nor the plot. Instead, I remembered huddling in my
childhood bed against the arctic snows of Finland,
thinking of the wolf amidst the Russian darkness.
Certain that this wolf—the wolf of a children’s film—
had overthrown my dreams, following me under the
cover of darkness to awaken primordial fear and
slaughter notions of security, I decided to re-watch
the movie. I thought that if I knew the root of the
dream, the inspiration behind the monster, I could put
it to rest. I thought I would be free.
But watching the cartoon of my nightmare loom
above Peter on my computer screen, I realized my
dream version was both this wolf and not. My wolf
was more monstrous in every conceivable way: he
was more realistic, more calculating, more brutal; he
had turned the nature of the hunt into a sadistic
game of morality in which there was no escaping
fate. My subconscious had given him a code to live
by—kill the bad—impregnating him with manmade
ideas of virtue and justice. He was more monstrous,
then, precisely because I had made him more human.
Make no mistake: he was my creation, just as all
monsters have arisen out of manmade invention—the
creature we use to make our children stay in bed at
night, the bipedal wolf we design to keep children
away from strangers. The product of human
fabrication, monsters abide by manmade codes,
existing at the conflated juncture of Man and beast.
Werewolves, vampires, zombies: they are both
human and not, defying the kind of categorization
that gives us a false sense of security, the belief in
anthropocentric dominion over nature resultant from
knowledge. They are the manifestation of our fear,
humanity’s inability to control its creation after birth.
But this knowledge is too disturbing to face, so we
placate our adult selves with the belief that
werewolves and vampires are the stuff of myth,
stories meant to frighten those terrified of
imagination. We convince ourselves that our terror as
children resulted from the possibility that monsters
were real, that they hid in closets or slithered
somewhere outside the shadows of our minds. In our
alleged loss of innocence, we try to forget their most
horrifying quality: humanity.
Because monsters are more than mere human
creation; they are humanity. Trace lore to find history:
werewolves are more palatable than medieval French
aristocrats with a taste for slaughtering nameless
boys, vampires less horrifying than the infamous
Countess Elizabeth Báthory bathing in virgin blood to
preserve youthful beauty. Go back less than a
hundred years to find evidence of zombies, masses
starved into the walking dead who know cannibalism
to be the last resort for survival.
Modern psychology attempts to categorize these
behaviors with diagnoses like antisocial personality
disorder, believing that labeling serial killers as
amoral gets us one step closer to truth and reality.
Psychologists put Ted Bundy and Donald Henry
Gaskins in boxes to be studied, as though science
can unravel the mysteries of monsters.
But there is no mystery to monsters. They are our
own creations, the products of abuse, rape, and
neglect—often by their own progenitors—their
seemingly unconscionable actions the very
embodiment of humanity. As Frankenstein’s monster
exacts vengeance upon its maker so too are we made
to pay for our sins; our insistence that we are
somehow inherently different from—more developed
than—Nature becomes the very mechanism by which
we ensure downfall, producing our own monstrous
destruction.
Scholars say that we make our own monsters, but I
think it’s simpler than that, so simple I tried to forget
as an adult what I knew as a child: the fear that left
me silently screaming in solitary darkness, terrified of
my subconscious understanding.
I am the wolf. Humanity is its own monstrosity.
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Editor's Desk: Resistance
Edition
by Kyle Dase

At long last FSR 11 has arrived, the second issue to
be featured on our shiny new website. I’d like to thank
our editors for their diligence and insight through the
editorial process: Jillian Baker (copy editor), Rhonda
West (poetry), Ian Moy (creative nonfiction), and
Douglas Rasmussen (fiction). Your hard work is much
appreciated. FSR literally could not function without
you. Thanks as well to my partner in crime, Tristan
Taylor, for his great work on the technology side of
things as co web-editor, particularly the poetry
section. And thank you to our reading team who
served at the front lines, reading a multitude of texts:
Jillian Baker, Nicole Atkings, Elizabeth Miller, Ian Moy,
Sheheryar Sheikh, Rob Imes, and Mark Doerksen.
Resistance is the theme of this issue and the pieces
enclosed reflect the subject well. Whether it be the
vocal pushback demonstrated in Sarah Jensen’s
“strike” or the struggle for survival described in Zak
Jones’s “Ramadan,” the pieces in this volume
showcase its contributors’ many experiences and
perceptions of resistance. Thank you to all who
submitted for sharing your stories with us and all the
authors who contributed to this issue for allowing us
to feature your work in this issue: Kym Cunningham,
Shauna Eveleigh Harris, Debbie Okun Hill, Nolan
Janssens, Sarah Jensen, Zak Jones, Lesley Machon,
Allison MacFarland, and Kate Rogers.
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Genevieve Allaire is a scientist in southern New Mexico, where she resides in the
company of the desert plants she loves the most. She holds a B.S. in Plant Science
from the University of Delaware and a M.Sc. in Plant & Environmental Science from
New Mexico State University. Originally from the northeastern United States, she has
worked as a botanist in the private, public, and federal sectors throughout her native
country.
Synesthete: Reality as a Scientific Quandary

Alfredo Salvatore Arcilesi born in Toronto, Canada, spent a decade penning an
eclectic bibliography of award-winning short and feature-length screenplays, before
transitioning into the world of prose. His work oftentimes explores the lives of
everyday people who find themselves trapped in the complex labyrinth of physical,
mental, and emotional illness and isolation, self-doubt and self-reflection, and must
find a way—if any—to confront themselves and the world around them, in real and
surreal settings. Currently, several of his short fiction pieces are enjoying stays in
multiple publications.
Plastic Breath

b
Elizabeth Anne Barbaza-Cousineau-I’m an award winning multi-media artist (BFA,
AOCA, and Post Grad AOCA), poet, fiction and non-fiction multi-genre writer. I have
been writing poetry, short stories and articles for different Canadian publications over
the years, am the main writer for the Simcoe County Steampunk Society Annual Zine
What in the World is Steampunk, and have recently expanded into the international
market with my first submission to be published byFox Hollow.
Reliance on Reliable Plastics

Bertrand Bickersteth writes and researches on Alberta's black history. His poetry
has appeared in Kola, Freefall, and the anthology, The Great Black North:
Contemporary African Canadian Poetry. He was born in Sierra Leone, educated in the
UK, resident in the US, but raised all over Alberta. He currently teaches
Communications at Olds College and is editing an anthology of black literature from
Alberta.
Accidental Agriculture

Bethany F. Brengan is a freelance writer and editor who splits her time between the
US Olympic Peninsula and the internet. Her poetry has appeared in After Happy Hour
Review, Channel, The Gordon Square Review, The 2015 Poet’s Marke, and CV2: The
Canadian Journal of Poetry and Critical Writing. She can be found at Essays No One
Asked For.
Afterword Doppelgänger

Jessie Brown is the author of two short collections, What We Don't Know We Know
(Finishing Line Press) and Lucky (Anabiosis Press). Her poems and translations have
appeared in numerous local and national journals, including venues like The
Comstock Review, New Madrid, Minerva Rising, Full Bleed, and the American Poetry
Review. She lives in Massachusetts, where she leads poetry workshops both
independently and in schools and communities throughout the Boston area
(www.JessieBrown.net).
Sit Back, Relax

Michelle Brown is again writing poetry, essays, and creative nonfiction after a detour
into law and treaty negotiations. Her work has been heard on CBC Radio1 and she
has performed at The Flame in both Vancouver and Victoria. She was long listed for
the 2015 PRISM International creative nonfiction competition and received an
Honourable Mention in the Canadian Authors Association Victoria 2016 Flash Fiction
contest. Her website www.skyblanket.ca features photo essays written while she was
in South America and Turkey. She is working on a memoir, Coming Out Sane, about
living with PTSD. She is Cree from the Métis Nation.
The House on Strathnaver Avenue

c
Diane Callahan strives to capture her sliver of the universe through writing fiction,
nonfiction, and poetry. As a developmental editor and ghostplotter, she spends her
days shaping stories. Her YouTube channel, Quotidian Writer, provides practical tips
for aspiring authors. You can read her work in Translunar Travelers Lounge, Short
Édition, Riddled with Arrows, Rust+Moth, and The Sunlight Press, among others.
Prelude and Fugue

Yuan Changming published monographs on translation before leaving his native
country. With a PhD in English from the University of Saskatchewan, Yuan currently
edits Poetry Pacific with Allen Qing Yuan in Vancouver. Credits include ten Pushcart
nominations & publications in Best of the Best Canadian Poetry (2008-17)
&BestNewPoemsOnline, among nearly 1,600 others across 43 countries.
Pondering over Plasticity

Rafael Chidiac is an American Lebanese who lives in Luxembourg. He enjoys poetry
over all other forms of expression and has recently gained the courage to start
sending poems to an audience beyond himself. He likes to write about big emotions
and small things.
Lonely Journey

Hejsa Christensen completed her MFA in Creative Writing at the University of British
Columbia (2016) and was awarded the 2014 Random House/Hazlitt Award in Creative
Writing. She has written features for Canoe and Kayak and Outpost magazines.
On Family

Nancy Cook is a U.S. writer and lives 475 kilometers from the Canadian border. She
runs the "Witness Project," a series of community writing workshops designed to
enable creative work by underrepresented voices. Nancy has just returned from
Northern Ireland where she offered arts programs for people affected by the
sectarian conflict known as "The Troubles." Her newest work can be found in
Existere, The Tangerine, and Litbreak.
Myself and her Majesty's Government

Kym Cunningham received her MFA from San Jose State University with emphases
in creative nonfiction and poetry. She acted as the lead Nonfiction Editor of Reed
Magazine, the oldest literary magazine West of the Mississippi. She received the Ida
Fay Sachs Ludwig Memorial Scholarship, the Academy of American Poets Prize,
MARY's Editor's Prize, and two Pushcart Prize nominations for outstanding
achievement in her writing. Her writing has been published in more than a dozen
literary journals and two anthologies. Her first poetry chapbook was published in
February of 2018.
In Sheep's Clothing

d
Holly Day has taught writing classes at the Loft Literary Center in Minnesota since
2000. Her published books include Music Theory for Dummies, Music Composition
for Dummies, Guitar All-in-One for Dummies, Piano All-in-One for Dummies, Walking
Twin Cities, Insider's Guide to the Twin Cities, Nordeast Minneapolis: A History, and
The Book Of, while her poetry has recently appeared in New Ohio Review, SLAB, and
Gargoyle. Her newest poetry book, Ugly Girl, just came out from Shoe Music Press.
The Bird

Katherine DeCoste is a queer white settler currently pursuing their MA in English on
the stolen territories of the lǝk̓ʷǝŋǝn, Esquimalt, Songhees, and W̱ SÁNEĆ peoples.
Their work has appeared in Plenitude Magazine, Grain Magazine, The Antigonish
Review, and elsewhere.
Benediction
Cyclone, almost
after Fiona Apple

Donald Dewey
Past Prime Time

William Doreski lives in Peterborough, NH. He has taught at several colleges and
universities. His most recent book of poetry, published in 2021, is Mist in Their Eyes.
He has published three critical studies, including Robert Lowell’s Shifting Colors. His
essays, poetry, fiction, and reviews have appeared in various journals.
Living in a Bubble
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Catherine Edmunds is a writer, artist, and fiddle player with an award-nominated
Irish folk/rock band. Her published works include two poetry collections, five novels,
and a Holocaust memoir, as well as numerous short stories and poems in journals
such as Aesthetica, Crannóg, and Ambit. She has been nominated three times for a
Pushcart Prize, shortlisted in the Bridport Prize four times, and was the 2020 winner
of the Robert Graves Poetry Prize. Catherine is married and lives in historic Bishop
Auckland, in the foothills of the Pennines in the north of England.
Roofer
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Donna Faulker (née Miller) drinks tea without sugar, mochas with marshmallows, and
vodka and orange juice in a tall glass with no ice. Donna has two dogs, a one-eyed
cat, and three teenagers. She lives in New Zealand with her husband, Victor. Donna
has had poetry published in fws: Journal of Literature & Art, Havik: The Las Positas
College Journal of Arts and Literature, Tarot Poetry Journal New Zealand, Songs of
Eretz Poetry Review and forthcoming in Lemon Spouting Journal of Visual Art and
Literature.
Riding the Wild Nor’wester

Jenny Flores is a writer from Mississippi. She is currently working towards her MFA
in Creative Writing. Her writing has appeared in multiple blogs and magazines,
including GEEZ, Writer's Market, and Down in the Dirt.
I Saw Your Mother Running Naked Through Mayfield Park

Nigel Ford is English, lives in Sweden and works as a writer, dramatist, visual artist,
journalist, curator and translator. Recent publications include a short story in The
Fortnightly Magazine (UK) and poems in Orbis (UK).
It's a Life Like Any Other
Down Mines of Dreams
A Waste of Beauty Chimed

Carol J Forrester published her debut poetry collection, It’s All in the Blood, in 2019.
Her work focuses on the Shropshire countryside where the grew up, mythology,
feminism, and history. She’s been featured on Ink Sweat & Tears, Ink Pantry, and Eyes
& Words, though her parents would say her greatest literary achievement was being
shortlisted in a poetry competition by The Farmer’s Weekly. She now lives in Crewe
with her husband, and their pond of koi.
Credit Card Gal

Peter Freeman lives on Salt Spring Island on the west coast of Canada. He writes
nonfiction and fictional novels, screen and stage plays, short stories, magazine
articles, children stories, and poetry. Peter has been shortlisted for the short story,
"In the Waiting Room", and a finalist for a poem, both of which were published in the
Best of 2018 Adelaide Literary Award Anthology. Peter's nonfiction book, Cape Horn
Birthday: Record-Breaking Solo Non-Stop Circumnavigation, is published by
Seaworthy Publications Inc. of Florida, and his book of fifty poems, Growth, is
published by Adelaide Books, New York.
Hidden Message
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M. Brett Gaffney holds an MFA in Poetry from Southern Illinois University. Her
chapbook Feeding the Dead (Porkbelly Press) was nominated for a 2019 Elgin Award
from the Science Fiction and Fantasy Poetry Association. She works as co-editor of
Gingerbread House Literary Magazine and writes about scary stuff on her blog at No
Outlet Horror Reviews.
Bitten

Megan Gannett is a queer settler writer from Edmonton. Her work has appeared in
The Antigonish Review, CV2, The Goose, and elsewhere. She has an MA from the
University of Alberta.
How Our Calls Cross the Ocean

Myrna Garanis is an Edmonton poet/essayist. Her essay "All Tied Up" was recently
shortlisted for the Edna Staebler personal essay contest and is published in The New
Quarterly, Spring 2017.
Hemingway's Beard

Elder Gideon holds an MFA in poetry, keeps a decades-long iconography practice,
teaches high school English to underrepresented students, and learns as a disciple of
a Gnostic master Tau Malachi, with whom he co-authored Gnosis of Guadalupe (EPS
Press, 2017). His creative concerns orbit divinity in materiality. This selection (in
addition to twelve already published) come from his first manuscript Aegis of Waves,
for which he's seeking a publisher.
Digital Narcosis

Laura Glaves (RN, BSN, BFA) is an award-winning artist and emerging poet. Her
poetry has been published in Open Door Poetry Magazine and has been accepted for
publication in Pure Slush Books Lifespan Anthology. Her nursing career spanned
thirty years and eight specialties. Her publications include “Supporting Emotional
Regulation and Emotional Availability through Home Visitation” in Zero to Three and
“Managing Asthma” in AAACN Viewpoint. She enjoys writing poetry about the human
experience.
Sitting in the Fog

Trudy Grienauer is a writer and translator based in Edmonton, Alberta. Recently, she
had a poem published on Edmonton transit buses and another performed by a local
choir. She is a regular contributor to readings and anthologies of the Edmonton Stroll
of Poets and is currently working on a longer manuscript about the history of her
Austrian grandparents.
The Lab Coat
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Atar Hadari's Songs from Bialik: Selected Poems of H. N. Bialik (Syracuse University
Press) was a finalist for the American Literary Translators' Association Award, and his
debut collection, Rembrandt's Bible, was published by Indigo Dreams in 2013. His
Pen Translates award winning Lives of the Dead: Collected Poems of Hanoch Levin is
out from Arc Publications. He translates a verse bible column for MOSAIC magazine.
Winnie

gillian harding-russell is a poet, freelance writer, reviewer and editor and has been a
mentor and juror. She received an MA in English Literature from McGill and a Ph.D.
from the University of Saskatchewan. She has four poetry collections, most recently
IN ANOTHER AIR (Radiant Press, 2018) which was shortlisted for a Saskatchewan
Book Award. In 2015, "PROUD MEN DO NOT LISTEN" was shortlisted for Exile's
Gwendolyn MacEwen chapbook award, and in 2016, "MAKING SENSE" was chosen
as best suite in the same competition. Poems have recently appeared in Heartwood
edited by Lesley Strutt (LCP publication, 2018) and will soon appear in Resistance: an
anthology of sexual abuse, edited by Sue Goyette (Coteau). Poems have recently
come out in The Nashwaak Review, The Society, and Exile vol. 42, issue 1, and a
couple will appear in Transition magazine soon.
Two Skeletons in a Cave in France

Shauna Eveleigh Harris is an emerging writer from Prince Albert, Saskatchewan.
She graduated from the University of Regina in 2007 and has been working as a
trauma therapist in northern Indigenous communities. Her poems have appeared in
Vintage Gypsy magazine and The Society.
Milk Soup

Randel McCraw Helms was, until his retirement, professor of English at Arizona
State University. Making poems is his vocation. His work has recently appeared in
such venues as Coe Review, Avis, Sicklit, Pilgrim, and TXTOBJX.
Potion Against Heart-Ache

Pamela Hensley is a Montreal-based writer whose fiction has appeared online and in
journals including The Dalhousie Review, EVENT Magazine, Litro, Montreal Writes
and the Bristol Short Story Prize Anthology (vol. 11). She is currently at work on a
novel inspired by the life of photographer Fred Herzog.
Not from Here

Debbie Okun Hill was born/raised on the prairies but now gardens words full-time in
rural southwestern Ontario. She is a member of the League of Canadian Poets with
over 380 of her poems published in over 135 publications/e-zines including Descant,
Existere, The Windsor Review, Vallum, and Other Voices. Tarnished Trophies (Black
Moss Press, 2014) is her first trade publication. Follow her blog: Kites Without
Strings.
Her Resistance
Hidden Series of Lies
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Jeffrey Ihlenfeldt lives, writes, and teaches in Lancaster, PA. His fiction and creative
nonfiction have appeared in numerous journals and anthologies, including Ascent,
Story Quarterly, Southern Humanities Review, Solstice Literary Magazine,
Cumberland River Review, Adirondack Review, and Quiddity. Jeffrey is a two-time
finalist for the Fulton Prize in Short Fiction and has been nominated for Best of the
Net. A featured writer at the Lancaster Book Festival and the Greater Reading Literary
Festival, he has been a writer-in-residence at Ledig House International Writer’s
Colony and The Artists’ Enclave at I-Park, among others. He holds an MFA from
Goddard College.
Uncle Jack and Sunfall Sam

I.B. (Bunny) Iskov is the Founder of The Ontario Poetry Society,
www.theontariopoetrysociety.ca. In 2009, Bunny was the recipient of the R.A.V.E.
Award (Recognizing Arts Vaughan Excellence) in recognition of outstanding
contribution to the cultural landscape of the City of Vaughan as Art Educator / Mentor
in the Literary Arts discipline. In 2017, Bunny received the Absolutely Fabulous
Woman Award for women over 40, for her contribution to the literary arts in the
Golden Horseshoe. Her poetry has been published in several literary journals and
anthologies and she has won a few poetry contest prizes. Most recently, Bunny had
one of her poems published in TAMARACKS, Canadian Poetry For The 21st Century,
Lummox Press, James Deahl Editor.
Plastic Passions
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Nolan Janssens was born in Santiago, Chile; took his first steps in Antwerp, Belgium,
and grew up in British Columbia, Canada. He was born without borders; thinking
outside the box is part of his make-up.
Painting on Waves

Sarah Jensen is a writer and PhD candidate living in Toronto. She also teaches a
creative writing class at York University, where she and approximately 3000 other
union members were on strike. As an exercise she hopes to share with her students
when the strike ends, she has been making strike-related art every day of the labour
disruption. This is the university's second strike in three years.
a strike, a show of hands

Denver Jermyn lives and writes in Toronto, ON. His poetry has previously appeared
in Vallum, In/Words, parenthetical, The Cadaverine, and others. He was shortlisted
for the 2017 Eden Mills Writers’ Festival Literary Contest and received first
honourable mention in the 2012 Vallum Award for Poetry.
Faintly Falling

Zak Jones is an American expatriate poet living and writing in Canada. His poems
have appeared in Hart House Review, Half a Grapefruit Magazine, Milkweed Zine,
and Palimpsest: Yale's Graduate and Literary Arts Magazine, among others. Zak is a
graduate student at the University of Toronto where his creative work intertwines
with his research to explore the particular traumas abound within the Southern
United States.
Kiremit Caddesi, Balat, Istanbul: June 2015
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Samidha Kalia is a literature student. Most of her stories deal with time and memory.
Her interests lie in analyzing Neil Gaiman's work, writing reviews for publishing
houses, re-writing the myth of women in folklore and fairy tales, along with eating
good food and being a chai addict.
Conversations in Rhetoric

Saskia Layden Kaya is from New York and after trying Brazil, Madrid, Italy,
Amsterdam, and Denmark, she now lives in Fethiye, Turkey. She is currently
compiling poems and essays written over the span of 20 years for a full-length
memoir. Her published work can be found in Visible Magazine, Berlin Art Parasites,
and The Rising Phoenix Review.
Atlantic Oceans of Food and Flesh

Zach Klebaner is a filmmaker, poet, and comedian who holds a B.A. in Film from
Hofstra University. While he was a student, he co-founded the theater troupe
Ambiguity, hosted an open mic frequented by various artists, and wrote for the
student-run comedy program Thursday Nite Live. His poetry has appeared in
Crossways Literary Magazine, Wax Poetry and Art, and Verse-Virtual, and he was the
third-prize recipient of the 2019 Wergle Flomp Humor Poetry Contest.
American Ways

Miles Knecht was born and raised in New York City. He is a recent graduate of
Haverford College, where he studied English literature with a focus on contemporary
fantasy. As a life-long lover of the mysterious and unexplained, flowers, and
overthinking things, he writes plenty of poetry about all three.
The Devil's Rope

Samir Knego is a writer and poet with work in Living Artists Magazine, To Be Young
(And Disabled), Claw & Blossom, and elsewhere. He's on the editorial team at
Decolonial Passage and lives in North Carolina with a bright green wheelchair and a
little black dog. Find him on Twitter and Instagram @SamirKnego or at A Very Decaf
Person.
Exit
or dancing, for what it’s worth
and it’s not about not being disabled
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Naomi LaKritz lives in Calgary and is a former columnist and editorial writer at the
Calgary Herald. Her work has also been published in the Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, the
Montreal Gazette, the Vancouver Sun, the Ottawa Citizen, and other Canadian
papers.
Mildred Mendelson

Wendy Lane lives in Minnesota with her spouse Judith and their Scotty dog Gus. She
is retired from a successful career as a visual artist, and human resources
professional in arts and academia. Wendy is writing her memoir as a collection of
creative nonfiction essays, but is as yet unpublished. In addition to writing, Wendy
enjoys reading, plein-air landscape painting, and traveling.
Wendy received her BA degree in arts administration, an MFA in painting, and is a
certified life coach. She takes writing courses through The Loft Literary Center in
Minnesota, and meets every other week with her writing group.
Clearwater Lodge on the Gunflint Trail, a Trip Journal

Rachel Laverdiere writes and teaches in Saskatoon. She has worked as a language
teacher in South Korea, Quebec, and Saskatchewan. Read Rachel's short fiction and
creative nonfiction in the most recent issues of Filling Station, FreeFall, Dime Show
Review, and Soliloquies Anthology. You can follow her on Twitter @r_laverdiere or
learn more about her at www.rachellaverdiere.com.
Orange Soda Paradise

Kurt Luchs (kurtluchs.com) has poems published or forthcoming in Plume Poetry
Journal, The Bitter Oleander, and London Grip. He won the 2019 Atlanta Review
International Poetry Contest and has written humor for The New Yorker, The Onion,
and McSweeney’s Internet Tendency. His books include a humor collection, It’s
Funny Until Someone Loses an Eye (Then It’s Really Funny), and a poetry chapbook,
One of These Things Is Not Like the Other. His first full-length poetry collection,
Falling in the Direction of Up, is forthcoming from Sagging Meniscus Press.
Do You Know These 10 Common Warning Signs of Depression
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Kyra MacFarlane is a young poet and fiction writer originally from Spiritwood,
Saskatchewan. Two of her poems are to be published in Saskatoon publications isms zine, and the Tonight It's Poetry anthology,Poetry All Over the Floor, vol. 1. She
is currently pursuing an English degree at the University of Saskatchewan. Her
interests include music (both playing and listening to it), reading, writing, and
cuddling with her dogs. MacFarlane is a feminist, volunteering at the University of
Saskatchewan's USSU Women's Centre. You can find her at music venues, feminist
rallies, and the library. MacFarlane also operates "Timely Tinnitus," a blog where she
posts music reviews.
Anxious Moon

Lesley Machon is a junior high language arts teacher. She devotes herself the
lifelong task of question-asking, querying assumptions, and empowering young
minds to engage courageously with curiosity. A lover of colourful skies, fusion food,
and contradictory adverb/adjective arrangements like "comically serious," and
"audaciously afraid," she is known to many as an avid learner and teacher alike.
A Eulogy to Honour the Death of Original Thinking, Laid to Rest by the Educational
System

Tanasha Martin was born and raised in Detroit, Michigan. Published works include
The Pine Hills Review’s: Unicorns Special (“Hope for Flint”), The Writing Journey's,
Reasons for Hope (“Peer”, “Digital Footprint”, and “Once More, With Feeling”),
Human: An Exploration of What it Means (online: “Touched”, “Personal Bubble”, and
“All Smiles”), and Near Myths (“A Tale with No Fairies”, “The Scant Structure Slayers”,
and “Everglow”). Additional works can be found at
tanashamartinwrites.wordpress.com
Paper or Plastic

Allison McFarland writes novel(la)s. She pursues an MFA in Writing at the University
of Saskatchewan. Her work has appeared in filling station Magazine, Boston Accent
Lit, Hooligan Magazine, Nōd Magazine, In Medias Res, and FOUND, the second
chapbook by Malform Press. Loft on 8th published her chapbook, Marianne's
Daughters, in March 2018. She holds a BA (hons) in Law and Society and a BA (hons)
in English with a concentration in Creative Writing, both from the University of
Calgary. She is the co-founder and co-editor of the magazine antilang.
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Aesthetician

Douglas W. Milliken is the author of the novel To Sleep as Animals and several
chapbooks, most recently the collection Cream River and the forthcoming pocketsized edition One Thousand Owls Behind Your Chest. His stories have been honored
by the Maine Literary Awards, the Pushcart Prize, and Glimmer Train, and have been
published in Slice, The Collagist, and The Believer, among others. His website is
www.douglaswmilliken.com.
Lonesome Jubilee

Valerie Mills-Milde lives, works and writes in London, Ontario. She is the author of
the novel After Drowning, (Inanna Publications and Education) which won the 2017
Silver Ippy (Independent Publisher Books Award) for Contemporary Fiction. Her short
fiction has appeared in numerous literary journals across the country. A collection of
these pieces was short-listed for the Black Lawrence Book Award. The Land's Long
Reach (Inanna Publications, 2018), is her second novel.
Triptych of Crayon Man on Tight Rope
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Dorothy Neagle is a Kentuckian who lives and writes in New York. She has studied
writing most recently at the Unterberg Poetry Center, and her poetry has appeared or
is forthcoming in Dialogist, Painted Bride Quarterly, Glass Mountain, and more. Her
nonfiction has appeared in Memoirist, The Nasiona, and The Dead Mule School of
Southern Literature. You can find her on instagram @sentencesaremyfave.
Girl Call
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Mikkilynn Olmsted writes nonfiction, poetry, and fiction. Her writing explores
women and their complex relationships with self, family, and women. When not
writing, she snow sports. Mikkilynn teaches writing and folklore at Metropolitan State
University of Denver in Colorado, USA. Her writing has appeared in not enough night,
High Grade, Zephyrus, HazMat Review, and other journals.
Skiing in Jeans

Nicholas Olson is the author of The Adirondack Haystack Still Floats, a collection of
short stories studying the North American working-class, released in 2014. Olson
curates his own series of essays at www.ballsofrice.com. He lives in Regina,
Saskatchewan on Treaty 4 Land.
Happy 40th Jen
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Timothy Parrish is a Pushcart Prize-nominated writer and critic living somewhere in
California and teaching most usually at UC Davis. Parrish’s recent short fiction has
appeared in Raritan, Ploughshares, Equinox, Vestal Review, Sonic Boom, and Blood
and Bourbon.
Three Women, Three Women Blues
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Meryl Reinhart lives in South Orange County, CA. She graduated from California
State University, Fullerton with two BAs in Liberal Studies and American Studies, with
a minor in Elementary Education. She works as an after-school teacher with second
graders, but is pursuing a career in writing. On the surface, her biography looks spick
and span but underneath are signs of struggle. Writing is her outlet, so she has
decided to take a dark turn in the mental well-being category.
Match Box

Melanie Reitzel is a retired RN lactation specialist who reminded her patients how to
be mammals. She received her MFA from San Francisco State University. Her poetry,
creative non-fiction and fiction have been published in various anthologies and in
journals including Poet Lore, ZYZZYVA, Tulane Review, Popshot Magazine and North
American Poetry Review (which nominated one of her prose poems for a Pushcart
Prize).
SURVIVAL MANUAL FOR A MEMBER OF THE ECCLESIA: BILLINGS, MONTANA,
1969-71

Kate Rogers was shortlisted for the 2017 Montreal International Poetry Prize. She
has work forthcoming in Catherines, the Great (Oolichan). Her poems have appeared
in Twin Cities Cinema (Hong Kong-Singapore); Juniper; Cha: An Asian Literary
Journal; The Guardian; Asia Literary Review, The Goose: a Journal of Arts,
Environment and Culture and other publications. Out of Place, Kate's latest poetry
collection, is reviewed here.
That Cunning Woman, Cutty Sark
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Gianna Sannipoli's poetry has been published in The Cardiff Review, London Grip,
The Seattle Star, Mason Street, The Wild Word, Panoply, One Sentence Poems,
Dodging the Rain, Red Coyote, Otis Nebula, and Gnashing Teeth Publishing's
anthology, Love Notes You'll Never Read. She is the Poetry Editor for San Antonio
Review.
Myosotis in February

John Whitney Steele is a psychologist, yoga teacher, assistant editor of Think: A
Journal of Poetry, Fiction and Essays, and graduate of the MFA Poetry Program at
Western Colorado University. His chapbook, The Stones Keep Watch, is to be
launched by Kelsay Books in the fall of 2021. A Pushcart Prize nominee, his poetry
has recently appeared in The Lyric, The Orchards, and Road Not Taken. Born in
Toronto, ON, and raised among the pines and silver birches of Foot’s Bay, ON, John
lives in Boulder, CO where he often encounters his muse while hiking in the
mountains. Website: John Whitney Steele.
Lord of Dance
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Nathan TeBokkel is a PhD student at the University of British Columbia, where he
studies poet-farmers and the intersections of agriculture and aesthetics, drawing on
his background in genetics, melon farming, and food safety audits. He has published
articles in Word Hoard, PostScriptum, and The Apollonian, has a book chapter and a
review in press, and has disseminated poems in Propaganda and a chapbook held
together by dental floss.
Ray's Rocket

D.J. Tyrer is the person behind Atlantean Publishing, was placed second in the 2015
Data Dump Award for Genre Poetry, and has been published in issues of Amulet,
California Quarterly, Carillon, The Dawntreader, Haiku Journal, The Pen, and
Tigershark, and online at Atlas Poetica, Bindweed, Poetry Pacific, and Scarlet Leaf
Review, as well as releasing several chapbooks, including the critically acclaimed Our
Story. D.J. Tyrer's website is at https://djtyrer.blogspot.co.uk/. The Atlantean
Publishing website is at https://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com/.
New Nomads
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Carter Vance Carter Vance is a writer and poet originally from Cobourg, Ontario,
Canada, currently residing in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. His work has appeared in
such publications as The Smart Set, Contemporary Verse 2 and A Midwestern
Review, amongst others. He was previously a Harrison Middleton University Ideas
Fellow. His latest collection of poems, Places to Be, is currently available from
Moonstone Arts Press.
Blood Loss
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Benn Ward is a journalist, a writer, and an Associate Editor of the London Reader. He
curated the issues "Words from Within" on mental health stories and "Wish You Were
Here" on travel writing. Among other publications, his writing has appeared in
Southwinds, the Global Intelligence, and occasionally the London Reader. He is
working on his second degree in creative writing at the University of New Brunswick
and lives part-time between Fredericton, NB and London, England. You can find him
on twitter @BennWardWrites.
New Nomads

Henry Matthew Ward (Matt) is a Tennessee native with a BS degree from Middle
Tennessee State University and an MA from Ohio State University. He retired from
teaching and real estate development in 2005, leaving time for his hobbies of
classical music and writing. He and his wife live in Murfreesboro, TN.
There is a Place

Lorraine Whelan is a Canadian writer and visual artist based in Ireland. Her prose,
poetry, and art criticism have appeared in Ireland, Canada, USA, Luxembourg, and
online. Her artwork is included in public, private, and corporate collections in Ireland,
USA, Canada, UK, Belgium, and Australia.
If I Were a Tree

Louise Wilford lives in Yorkshire, UK. Her poetry and short stories have been widely
published, most recently in Bandit, Pushing Out the Boat, Makarelle, and English
Review. In 2020, she won First Prize in the Arts Quarterly Short Story Competition
and the Merefest Poetry Competition and was awarded a MA in Creative Writing
(Distinction). She is working on a fantasy novel.
Clover

James W. Wood's recent work has appeared in Vallum, PRISM International, The
Vancouver Sun, Stand (USA), The North (UK) and The Interpreter's House (US/UK).
He is the author of six books of poetry, most recently The Emigrant's Farewell (The
High Window Press, Leeds, UK, 2016) and grew up in Canada, becoming a citizen in
1981. He now lives in the Gulf Islands off the coast of British Columbia with his wife,
son and dog.
Apotropaic

Amos Jasper Wright IV is native to the dirt of Birmingham, Alabama, but has called
Alabama, Massachusetts and Louisiana home. He holds a master's degree in English
and creative writing from the University of Alabama, Birmingham, and a master's
degree in urban planning from Tufts University. He lives and works in New Orleans.
His fiction and poems have appeared in Arcadia, Birmingham Arts Journal, Clarion,
Folio, Grain Magazine, Gravel, The Hollins Critic, Interim, New Ohio Review, New
Orleans Review, Off the Coast, Pale Horse Review, Roanoke Review, Salamander,
Tacenda Literary Magazine, Union Station Magazine, Yes, Poetry, and Zouch. His
debut short story collection, Nobody Knows How It Got This Good, was the recipient
of the Tartt First Fiction Award from Livingston Press. His author website is available
at www.amosjasperwright.com.
The Lens Grinder
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